
    

7102 #10,  52 Street                                         302 Portage Ave 

Lacombe, AB T4L 1Y9                                       Saskatoon, SK S7J 4C6 

 

IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL 

Dealer Name 
 
Dear Valued Dealer: 

This notice is sent to you in accordance with the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. 

Pleasure-Way in consultation with Spyder Controls has decided that a defect which relates to motor 

vehicle safety exists in certain 2021.5 -2022 Pleasure-Way Plateau TS Motor Homes equipped with 

Spyder Controls DCF4 Circuit Board. 

Reason for this recall The DCF4 Circuit board labeled for 30A Max  fuse holders were equipped with 

fuse pins rated at a max of 20A continuous load. The DCF4 circuit board is 

dedicated to the fridge operation. The Fridge in the Plateau TS when operating 

in the DC mode can draw up to 20A continuously which can result in the 30A 

fridge fuse, fuse pins and fridge wire to overheat. 

If the 30A fuse, fuse pins, and fridge wire do overheat it could create a thermal 

incident.  This may cause a fire and could result in property damage, personal 

injury, or death.   

Recall Remedy Remove the fridge wiring and fridge fuse from the DCF4 Circuit board, install a 

dedicated 30A fused relay for the fridge operating directly from the switched DC 

power source. Label the DCF4 Board; “Max 20A Fuse Do Not Add Extra Fuses”. 

What should you do? Our records show the following units may be affected by this recall and are 

currently part of the inventory at your Dealership. 

Chassis VIN # xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Chassis VIN # xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 

The Recall Remedy must be completed on these units prior to customer 

delivery.  The 30 A fused  Relay and installation instructions can be obtained 

directly from Spyder Controls at https://www.PWDCF4recall.com/ (Step 2). 

Safety Recall:  22V 585 

Pleasure-Way Industries, Ltd. 

August  , 2022 

https://www.pwdcf4recall.com/


Please contact the Spyder Controls at DCF4recall@spydercontrols.com or phone 

1-877-977-2752 with any additional questions. 

FEDERAL LAW requires that all units in your inventory be repaired prior to delivery to a customer. If 

you have sold a unit recently that you have received a recall notice on, please contact the owner 

immediately to advise of the recall.  In addition, please register the unit by submitting the Warranty 

Registration.   

Time allotted: 1.0 hours per unit.  Additional labor requests require prior authorization from Spyder 

Controls.  Claims for the units which have been serviced must be submitted at 

https://www.PWDCF4recall.com/servicecenter . Claims submitted will be used by Spyder Controls Corp.  

to record recall service completions and provide dealer payments. 

We apologize for any inconvenience this situation may cause and greatly appreciate your cooperation.  

Our customers’ safety is our most important priority. 

Sincerely, 

Spyder Controls Corp and Pleasure-Way Industry Ltd. 

mailto:DCF4recall@spydercontrols.com
https://www.pwdcf4recall.com/servicecenter

